
Halloween is most popular in the United States, where it's a big, exciting

holiday. In the weeks leading up to October 31st, you can see -----------------,

costumes, and pumpkin patches everywhere. People of all -------- look

forward to Halloween, with kids eagerly planning their trick-or-treating routes,

and adults often hosting costume parties.

While the United States takes the ----------- in Halloween celebrations, other

countries like Canada, the United Kingdom, and Ireland also embrace the

holiday with ----------------. In Ireland, where Halloween originated as the

ancient Celtic festival of Samhain, it holds a ------------- place in the hearts

of the people. In the United Kingdom, Halloween is becoming increasingly

popular, with ------------ and trick-or-treating events. 

In recent years, some other countries have started to embrace Halloween too,

with stores selling costumes and decorations. However, it's often not as widely

------------- as in the United States. Overall, Halloween's popularity varies

from place to place, but it's safe to say that it's a holiday loved by many

around the world, ------------- in countries where the spooky and fun aspects

of the holiday are appreciated.

Halloween

Reading Comprehension: Fill in the blanks
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Choose the words from the given list to fill in the blanks:
special ,lead, parties, ages, celebrated, especially, decorations, enthusiasm
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Answer

Halloween

Reading Comprehension: Fill in the blanks

Halloween is most popular in the United States, where it's a big, exciting holiday. In the
weeks leading up to October 31st, you can see decorations, costumes, and pumpkin
patches everywhere. People of all ages look forward to Halloween, with kids eagerly
planning their trick-or-treating routes, and adults often hosting costume parties.

While the United States takes the lead in Halloween celebrations, other countries like
Canada, the United Kingdom, and Ireland also embrace the holiday with enthusiasm.
In Ireland, where Halloween originated as the ancient Celtic festival of Samhain, it
holds a special place in the hearts of the people. In the United Kingdom, Halloween is
becoming increasingly popular, with parties and trick-or-treating events. 

In recent years, some other countries have started to embrace Halloween too, with
stores selling costumes and decorations. However, it's often not as widely celebrated
as in the United States. Overall, Halloween's popularity varies from place to place, but
it's safe to say that it's a holiday loved by many around the world, especially in
countries where the spooky and fun aspects of the holiday are appreciated.
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